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ABSTRACT In cognitive wireless networks, multi-node cooperative spectrum sensing can effectively
improve the accuracy of spectrum sensing, but there is a non-linear relationship between the number of nodes
and sensing accuracy. Nodes with low reliability participate in cooperative sensing, which is not conducive
to the improvement of sensing accuracy, and reduces the energy efficiency of spectrum sensing, which poses
challenges to the normal operation of cognitive wireless networks. In order to improve energy efficiency and
sensing performance, this paper proposes the node evaluation and scheduling (NES) algorithm and the Secure
Spectrum Sensing based on Blockchain (SSSB) algorithm, which can evaluate the reliability of sensing
nodes in real time, and obtain the trust value of the node. The nodes information is stored in the management
center of blockchain. Blockchain encrypts nodes information to ensure that a node corresponds to its own
trust value without confusion. Fusion Center of cognitive wireless networks select good performance nodes
to participate in cooperative spectrum sensing. Which can reduce energy consumption while improving the
sensing performance. The simulation experiment results show that the new algorithm in this paper is far
superior to the traditional algorithm. Under the same other conditions, the detection probability is increased
by 5%, and the energy consumption is reduced by 10%, and the safety index has also been greatly improved.

INDEX TERMS Cognitive wireless networks, blockchain, energy efficiency, sensing accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the ever-increasing demand for wireless communi-
cation, spectrum resources are becoming more and more
tense [1], [2], but the spectrum utilization rate is relatively
low [3], [4]. Cognitive wireless networks proposes to allow
dynamic spectrum access to authorized frequency bands to
make full use of spectrum holes, improve spectrum utiliza-
tion, and ease spectrum resources shortage [5].

In the process of spectrum sensing, the sensing perfor-
mance of a single node cannot be well achieved due to
the influence of geographic location [6], while multi-node
cooperative sensing can overcome the sensing shortcomings
of a single node and make preparations by combining infor-
mation from different geographic locations [7]. Therefore,
multi-node cooperative sensing is a commonly used sensing
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method in cognitive wireless networks [8]. Multi-node coop-
erative perception can effectively improve the accuracy of
perception, but the increase in the number of nodes will bring
additional energy costs, increasing the energy consumption
of the cognitive wireless network, and the front end of the
cognitive network is battery-powered [9], so the energy con-
sumption increases. It will reduce the battery life, which
will also reduce the working life of the cognitive wireless
network [10].

In order to extend the working life of cognitive wireless
networks, many improved methods are used,the method of
switching on and off time is adopted to extend the work-
ing life of the cognitive network [11], but this method has
low perception efficiency and misses many opportunities for
spectrum access. The method of cooperating between nodes
and the primary user according to the agreement is used
to reduce the workload of the cognitive network [12]. This
method can effectively reduce energy consumption, but this
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method gives priority to meeting the requirements of the main
user and will reduce the throughput of the cognitive user.
The method of grouping relay is used to reduce the energy
loss caused by information transmission [13]. In this method,
each node does not need to send the local sensing result to the
fusion center, but each node first sends it to the patriarch, and
then the patriarch decides later sent to the fusion center, this
method reduces communication overhead, but the sensing
accuracy is compromised.

The method of purchasing the primary user information is
used to reduce workload of the cognitive network [14]. The
modified method can greatly reduce the workload of the cog-
nitive user to perform spectrum sensing because the primary
user’s working time is known in advance. But user informa-
tion costs are high, only used in special occasions, and does
not have universal significance. A review method is proposed
to reduce the number of cooperative sensing nodes [15], so as
to achieve the purpose of reducing energy consumption and
communication overhead. In this algorithm, nodes with low
reliability can be removed, but the sensing performance of
all nodes is considered to be unchanged. In fact, when the
radio environment changes, the performance of the nodes will
change, which is not reflected in the algorithm.

In order to improve the energy efficiency of cognitive net-
works, a dynamic node selection algorithm is proposed [16].
The algorithm selects a fixed number of nodes to participate
in cooperative perception according to the trust value of
nodes, which can reduce energy consumption, but can not
change the number of nodes according to the change of envi-
ronment. In order to improve the energy efficiency and the
operation efficiency of cognitive network [17], a time-sharing
algorithm is proposed. This algorithm makes nodes work in
turn, which can reduce the energy consumption of each node,
but all nodes are involved in the work, and some nodes with
poor sensing performance will not help cooperative sensing,
which will affect the operation performance of cognitive
radio network. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the
algorithm [17], a node selection algorithm based on deep
learning is proposed [18].

The algorithm still allows nodes to work in turn, and learns
the sensing operation of each node, removing the nodes with
large energy consumption to participate in the cooperative
sensing, which can improve the energy-efficiency of cogni-
tive wireless network. But in fact, external radio environment
is a time-varying, the algorithm is not considering the influ-
ence of environmental changes on the node sensing perfor-
mance, lack of environment interactionwith the outsideworld
radio link, failing to reflect changes in the environment [19].

The above method does not take into account the
energy-efficiency and sensing performance of cognitive wire-
less network, and does not take into account the impact of
changes in radio environment on sensing performance and
energy-efficiency.

In fact, the nodes with poor sensing performance will
not help the cooperative sensing, but will affect the global
decision of the fusion center [20]. Therefore, in cognitive

wireless networks, the nodes with poor sensing performance
should be removed, and only the reliable nodes should be
selected to participate in cooperative sensing [21]. However,
the performance of the node is not fixed, it will change due
to its own factors and the changes of the external environ-
ment. Therefore, in the actual cognitive wireless radio, need
to consider the impact of environmental changes [22], and
improve sensing accuracy and energy efficiency. But previous
literature did not consider the impact of environmental, and
did not consider using the blockchain method to select nodes
with good performance [23].

In this paper, in order to simultaneously improve the
energy efficiency and sensing accuracy of cognitive wire-
less networks, a secure spectrum sensing mechanism based
on blockchain is proposed. The mechanism can reflect the
change of environment and timely modify the number of
nodes participating in cooperative sensing, and can evaluate
the reliability of sensing nodes in real time, and obtain the
trust value of the node through the evaluation algorithm.
The mechanism not only memorizes the energy consumption
and sensing performance of each node, but also remembers
the trust value of a single node. The trust value is stored in the
reliability list of the blockchain, themanagement center of the
blockchain encrypts the list to ensure that a node corresponds
to its own trust value without confusion. Experimental results
show that the proposed algorithm in this paper can give a good
consideration to both energy efficiency and sensing accuracy,
and extend the working life of cognitive wireless networks.

The rest of the research paper is structured as follows. The
second section introduces the network model proposed in this
paper. In the third section, the node estimation and selection
algorithm is given. In the fourth section, the blockchain-based
cognitive wireless network security work algorithm is given.
In the fifth section, the algorithm’s experimental results and
analysis is given. Finally, a conclusion is given.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper designs a cognitive wireless network model based
on blockchain. The model includes the management center
of the blockchain, a primary user, a cognitive base station
(fusion center), and multiple nodes (cognitive users). Some
nodes are in spectrum sensing state, and the other nodes
are in silent state. This model is a centralized cooperative
spectrum sensing model [24]. Each node can only exchange
information with the fusion center. The sensing information
of each node is sent to the fusion center for processing, and
the fusion center feeds back information to each node [25].
There is no direct communication between nodes, so a cen-
tralized architecture helps to improve information processing
efficiency [26]. The fusion center is not only responsible
for communication with the nodes, but also for communi-
cation with the blockchain management center, sending the
node information to the management center for storage, and
the blockchain management center will also call the node
information to the fusion center. The blockchain management
center and the fusion center are an important interaction
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mechanism for selecting reliable nodes. The detailed system
model is shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Cognitive wireless network model based on blockchain.

In Figure 1, it can be seen that not all nodes participate in
cooperative sensing at the same time, but some nodes are pos-
sible malicious nodes. This is because the nodes are grouped,
and the node with the highest trust value is selected to par-
ticipate in cooperative sensing, malicious nodes are blocked
from participating in cooperative sensing. The purpose is to
improve energy efficiency and maximize the extension the
working life of cognitive network. In the premise of satisfying
the sensing performance, the energy consumption is reduced.

The reason for grouping the nodes and evaluating the
trust value of the nodes is mainly because the geographical
locations of the nodes are different, and the nodes close to the
primary user receive strong signals, which can be obtained
good perception accuracy on the basis of consuming less
energy. When the path loss caused by the long distance from
the primary user is larger, or the channel is not good, and
the node with severe Rayleigh fading receives weaker signals
from the primary user, and needs to perform longer sensing
operations, and consumes more energy can make sensing
judgments. Because the primary user’s signal is weak and
easily affected by interference, these nodes are prone to make
wrong judgments. Such judgment results are not conducive to
the protection of the primary user, which brings challenges to
the security of cognitive wireless networks. Therefore, it is
necessary for the security work of cognitive wireless net-
works to estimate nodes and select nodes with high reliability
to participate in cooperative sensing.

III. NODE ESTIMATION AND SELECTION ALGORITHM
In order to improve the security of cognitive wireless net-
works, it is necessary to take the node trust value as an
important index to participate in cooperative sensing. There-
fore, the combination of node trust value and basic system
architecture can meet the sensing accuracy and reduce energy
consumption. The blockchain management center can be
more effective in preventing data confusion.

A weighted combination mechanism based on reputa-
tion [27] can improve the sensing performance of cognitive

wireless networks. The algorithm first estimates the reliabil-
ity of all nodes in the system. This estimation is based on the
historical interactive data. Once a suspicious node is found,
it immediately makes an isolation decision for the sensing
data of the node. The algorithm improves the robustness of
the system, but increases the additional energy consumption,
and the impact of environmental changes on the node itself is
not considered.

In fact, the radio environment is time-varying, and changes
in the working status of the primary user will also affect the
sensing of nodes, especially when the location of the pri-
mary user moves, the nodes with good sensing may become
malicious in the next moment, while the node with poor
performance may become a reliable node. Therefore, in order
to track changes in the status of nodes, it is necessary to
establish a real-time evaluation mechanism for nodes. When
the node performance deteriorates, it can stop its sensing
work in time, andwhen the node performance becomes better,
it can be transferred to work in time.

In order to evaluate and select nodes more efficiently, this
paper establishes an node evaluation algorithm and nodes
selection mechanism. The nodes selection algorithm flow
chart is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the cognitive wireless network estimates the
reliability of each node before performing spectrum sensing
operations, and this estimation is based on historical data.
When the external environment is stable, the original scheme
will continue to work, but when the external environment
changes, the reliability of the node needs to be re-estimated.
The trustworthiness value of the node is recalculated accord-
ing to formula (1) [28], and the fusion center will establish
nodes list and nodes information are sent to the management
center of the blockchain to avoid errors. The management
center intelligently provides node information and is respon-
sible for scheduling nodes to participate in cooperative sens-
ing according to the requirements of the fusion center.

qj =

k∑
i=1

∣∣Rj,i∣∣ · rj,i
k∑
i=1

∣∣Rj,i∣∣ (1)

In formula (1), qj is the initial trust value of the j-th node,∣∣Rj,i∣∣ is the sensing result of the j-th node in the i-th sensing
cycle, and rj,i is the reward value obtained by the j-th sensing
node in the i-th sensing cycle. The value of rj,i follows the
following principles: when the judgment result of the j-th
node in a sensing cycle is consistent with the fusion center,
then rj,i = 1, otherwise rj,i = 0, k is the number of statistical
sensing cycles.

Calculate the initial value of the reliability of each node
by formula (1), and save the value in the management center
of the blockchain. When the environment changes, the reli-
ability of the nodes will be re-estimated, and the nodes par-
ticipating in sensing will be adjusted according to the node
evaluation and scheduling (NES) algorithm.
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FIGURE 2. Flow chart of the node evaluation and scheduling algorithm.

In NES algorithm, three return values and three correction
coefficients are set, they are performance return value r ,
energy consumption return value g, comprehensive return
value υ, performance correction coefficient ρ, energy con-
sumption correction coefficient ξ and comprehensive correc-
tion coefficient ν.

The calculation formula of performance return value r is
shown in formula (2):

r =
1
k

k∑
i=1

[(1− Xi)(αi · CG + (1− αt )CB )

+Xi (βi · CG + (1− βi) · CB)] (2)

In formula (2), the value of Xi is 1 or 0, when the primary user
band is busy, it is taken as 1, while the primary user band is
idle, it is taken as 0.

The value of k is the same as that in formula (1), which
represents the statistical times of sensing period. CG is the
reward coefficient, and CB is the punishment coefficient.
αi and βi are weighted coefficients, and their values are shown
in formula (3):

αi =

{
1, Xi = 0 |H0

0, Xi = 0 |H1
, βi =

{
1, Xi = 1 |H1

0, Xi = 1 |H0
(3)

The value of return coefficient g of energy consumption is
calculated by formula (4):

g =
1
k

k∑
i=1

[DGYi + DB(1− Yi)] (4)

In formula (4), DG is the energy consumption reward
coefficient, indicating that the node energy consumption is
less than the threshold value, DB is the energy consumption
penalty coefficient, indicating that the node energy consump-
tion is greater than the threshold value. Yi is the weighting
coefficient of energy return value, and its value is calculated
by formula (5):

Yi =


1, λ0 −

M∑
j=1

ei,j ≥ 0

0, λ0 −

M∑
j=1

ei,j < 0

(5)

In formula (5), λ0 is a preset energy consumption threshold
in a sensing period.

The calculation of the comprehensive return value υ is
shown in formula (6):

υ = 0.4r + 0.6g (6)

Formula (6) shows that the weight of energy consumption
return value accounts for 60% and the weight of performance
return value accounts for 40%. This shows that in this paper,
we emphasize on satisfying the sensing performance (sensing
accuracy) while paying more attention to reducing energy
consumption.

The value of the performance correction coefficient ρ is
calculated by formula (7):

ρj =
∑
i

[
xi,j − Xi

]
(7)

The correction coefficient ρj represents the number of
times that the j-th node transmits wrong information to the
fusion center, and also represents the risk factor of the node.
xi,j represents the result reported by the j-th node to the fusion
center in the i-th sensing cycle, and Xi represents the decision
result of the i-th sensing cycle.
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The value of energy consumption correction coefficient ξ
is calculated by formula (8):

ξj =
∑
i

Oi,j · Yi,j (8)

ξj represents the number of times that the energy consump-
tion of the j-th node exceeds the energy threshold, and also
represents the severity of punishment. Oi,j represents the
switch, with a value of 1 or 0, when the j-th node participates
in cooperative sensing in the i-th cycle, it is taken as 1,
otherwise it is taken as 0. Yi,j indicates whether the energy
consumption of the j-th node in the i-th sensing cycle exceeds
the energy consumption threshold, and its value is calculated
by formula (9).

Yi,j =

{
1, ei,j − λ0 ≥ 0
0, ei,j − λ0 < 0

(9)

λ0 in formula (9) represents the energy consumption thresh-
old, and its value is calculated by formula (10).

λ0 =

M∑
j=1

ei,j

M
(10)

In formula (10), M represents the number of all nodes in
the cognitive wireless network. ei,j represents the energy
consumption of the j-th node in the i-th cycle.

The value of comprehensive correction coefficient ν is
calculated by formula (11).

νj = 0.4ρj + 0.6ξj (11)

νj represents the comprehensive correction coefficient of the
j-th node, which is obtained by the weighted sum of the per-
formance correction coefficient and energy consumption cor-
rection coefficient. The performance correction coefficient
accounts for 40% and the energy consumption correction
coefficient accounts for 60%. That is, on the premise of satis-
fying the perceptual performance, more energy consumption
will be punished more severely.

The update process of node trust value is shown in equa-
tion (12).

qn+1j = qnj + [ϑυ − (1− ϑ)νnj ]q
n
j (12)

In formula (12), qnj is the trust value of the j-th node in the
previous perception cycle, qn+1j is the current trust value of
the j-th node, υ represents the comprehensive return value
of the previous cycle, and νnj represents the comprehensive
correction coefficient of the previous cycle. ϑ is a weighting
factor, ϑ ∈ [0, 1]. The larger the value of ϑ , the larger the pro-
portion of the feedback coefficient, and the better the sensing
performance or energy consumption index. On the contrary,
it indicates that the sensing node needs to be adjusted to
improve the sensing performance and energy consumption
index.

The detailed description of node evaluation and selection
algorithm is shown in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Node Evaluation and Selection Algorithm
1: Input: M, k , Rj,i, rj,i;
2: Output: energy consumption value E , sensing accuracy
value P;

3: Set the value of CG,CB, Xi;
Calculate qj according to (1), j = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1;

Calculate the αi, βi according to (3);
Calculate the r according to (2);
If CG < CB, r becomes smaller, saying that the sensing
performance is decreasing;
else if CG = CB, r increases, saying that the sensing

performance is getting better;
Else CG = CB, r does not change, the sensing

performance will not change;
4: Set the value of DG,DB, Yi;
Calculate the Yi according to (5);
Calculate the g according to (4);
If DG > DB, g becomes smaller, saying that
energy consumption is decreasing;
else if DG < DB, g will become larger, indicating that

the energy consumed is increasing;
else DG = DB, g does not change, the energy

consumed will not change;
Calculate the υ according to (6);
5: Set the value of xi,j, Yi,j,ei,j, λ0, Oi,j;
Calculate the ρ according to (7);
Calculate the ξ according to (8);
Calculate the ν according to (11);

6: Set the value υ, ν, qj, ϑ
Calculate the qn+1j according to (12);
if ϑ < 0.5, indicating a decrease in sensing performance
and an increase in energy consumption;

else if ϑ > 0.5, indicating that the sensing performance
has increased and the energy consumption has
decreased;

else ϑ = 0.5, indicating that the two indicators of
sensing performance and energy consumption
maintain a balance;

7: The updated qn+1j is saved in the blockchain management
center for calling when needed;

8: The fusion center chooses nodes with high trust value to
participate in cooperative sensing;
If the external environment does not change, the
cognitive wireless network is stable, otherwise return to
step 1 and re-evaluate the nodes;

9: End

The node estimation and selection algorithm can run stably
in a constant environment, which can reduce the time for
re-evaluation and node selection. Only when the environment
changes greatly, such as the primary user moves, there is a
new obstacle, a node fails or there is no battery and other
sudden conditions, the Fusion Center will re-evaluate the
nodes, and call the nodes with high trust values from the
blockchain management center to perform spectrum sensing.
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It is can greatly improve the efficiency of spectrum sensing,
and reduce the useless energy consumption and enhancing the
robustness of cognitive wireless networks.

IV. COGNITIVE WIRELESS NETWORK SECURITY WORK
ALGORITHM BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN
Blockchain is an underlying technology abstracted from Bit-
coin. It is a new application of traditional technology in the
Internet era, which includes distributed data storage technol-
ogy, wireless networks, consensus mechanism and cryptog-
raphy [29]. As a decentralized public database, blockchain
uses public key cryptographic algorithms, hash functions,
consensus mechanisms and other technologies to build a
decentralized non-authentication system that can be used
in e-commerce to ensure user information security. Simply
put, blockchain can be widely used in Internet finance or a
wider market. It will further promote the process of economic
globalization and will have a great impact on the existing
financial market structure and even the social structure [30].

Blockchain technology has the advantages of low trans-
action costs, strong transparency, and high security. It can
effectively improve the efficiency of information use, make
the transaction process transparent, share supervision, and
protect the legitimate rights and interests of all parties to
the transaction. Common problems such as high cost, low
efficiency, and low data storage security in the standardized
database provide new ideas [31]. Blockchain is a kind of tam-
per proof, full history database storage technology, usually
uses point-to-point technology to organize each node. Each
node realizes the functions of routing, new node identification
and data dissemination throughmulticast. It can appear at any
node in the system. By using cryptography, it can generate
related data blocks. The generated data can check the validity
of the information, and can also realize the reliable link with
the next data [32].

In wireless network communication, blockchain technol-
ogy is a kind of technology that can not be tampered with
among the same level secondary users who do not trust
each other or have weak trust without intermediary partic-
ipation. Regarding the historical interaction in the database
as a public account book, each node stores the historical
interaction records of the whole network, and the records of
data collection, transaction, circulation and calculation and
analysis are kept on the blockchain, which makes the quality
of data obtain unprecedented strong trust endorsement, and
ensures the correctness of data analysis results and the effect
of data mining [33]. In view of the advantages of blockchain
technology, this paper proposes a cognitive wireless network
security algorithm based on blockchain.

A. ALGORITHM DESIGN STRUCTURE
The research object of this article is the two-way authen-
tication problem between the blockchain IoT device and
the cognitive wireless network convergence center. There-
fore, the system in this article is mainly composed of
the blockchain system, the cognitive wireless network

convergence center, and the blockchain IoT device. Users
communicate with the blockchain system through the fusion
center. The specific structure is shown in Figure 3. The IoT
device sends node information to the fusion center, and the
fusion center queries the blockchain system for the existence
of its node information, and then the node sends the data
signed by the private key to the fusion center, and veri-
fies whether the sensing node has a corresponding private
key pair Sign it. If it is, then forward the node’s request
to the blockchain system, and forward the response of the
blockchain system back to the sensing node. The data signed
by the sensing node can confirm the identity of participating
in spectrum sensing, and can also ensure that its data has not
been tampered with or forged.

FIGURE 3. Security algorithm structure of cognitive wireless network.

B. SECURE SPECTRUM SENSING BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
This paper introduces the blockchain technology and repu-
tation mechanism into the spectrum sensing process. A new
secure spectrum sensing method is proposed. This security
sensing method includes the evaluation of the user’s direct
reputation and recommendation reputation.

When a cooperative node requests to access a certain fre-
quency band, it needs to sense whether the frequency band
is idle. If it is idle, it will send a recommendation request
to the fusion center. In order to avoid collusion attack and
malicious node behavior, the sensing results are more accu-
rate. Using the blockchain technology, the historical sensing
records in the database and the distance of interaction history
is regarded as a public ledger, which can be shared by each
neighbor node, and no node in this scenario can change the
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FIGURE 4. Secure spectrum sensing algorithm based on blockchain
(SSSB) in cognitive wireless networks.

ledger information. The specific working process of security
spectrum sensing based on blockchain technology is shown
in Figure 4.

After the fusion center sends a perception request, the eval-
uation of a node’s local reputation value is related to the
peer requester. It is necessary to obtain the requester’s per-
ception calculation record from the public account book of
the blockchain to calculate its direct reputation value. For
the sender, the local direct reputation value is calculated by
formula (13).

Ti =
Ni
k
θωi (13)

In formula (13), Ti represents the i-th sensing period, Ni is
the number of all the sensing periods up to Ti time period.
The meaning of k is the same as in formula (1), indicating the
correct number of interactive sensing in history [34], θ means
the sensing operation intensity, and its value is calculated by
formula (14), ωi is the influence coefficient of the sensing
times in the public account book, and its value is calculated
by formula (15).

θ = 1− e

∣∣∣− k
mn

∣∣∣ (14)

ωi =

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣h1m · ln
∣∣∣∣ (15)

where h1 is the number of interactions in l period andm is the
size of sensing period in each period, n is the total interaction
period. It can be seen from formula (14) and (15) that the
closer is the interaction history in the public account book,
the proportion will be the greater, and the impact on trust
value will increase accordingly [35].

When the trust value of the node is not in the forefront of all
nodes, the node is selected by calculating the comprehensive
trust value, and the comprehensive trust value of the node is
calculated by (16).

Ti,c = φTi + ϕ

∣∣∣∣∣Ti + θ∑
i

ωi

∣∣∣∣∣ (16)

where φ, ϕ, ωi respectively represent the weight of the trust
value, the direct reputation value and the comprehensive rep-
utation value of the node. Among them, the values of φ, ϕ, ωi
meet the conditions φ > 0, φ ≥ 0, ωi ≥ 0,φ + ϕ = 1. Every
time a recommendation is made, the user’s recommendation
reputation value will be updated.

The security spectrum sensing technology based on
the blockchain, through the calculation of the compre-
hensive trust value of the nodes in the network. The
final decision-making process uses the classic trust value
decision-making algorithm. The nodes in the network are
classified by setting the corresponding rejection threshold
and trust threshold. If the comprehensive trust value is less
than the rejection threshold, the node is considered a mali-
cious user; if the comprehensive trust value is greater than
the trust threshold, the node is considered a normal user; if the
comprehensive trust value is between the rejection threshold
and the trust threshold, the node is considered to be a node
to be observed. The node obtains the right to participate in
cooperative sensing through the continuous update of the trust
value.

V. ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
The experiment was carried out by the Monte Carlo simu-
lation in this paper. This test runs VMware esxi 6.7.0 (build
8169922) bare metal virtual machine system on a workstation
using two Intel Xeon Gold6128 3.7GHz processors, 256 Gb
memory and Samsung SM961 / PM961 SSD [36].
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In the simulated cognitive wireless network, there are
3 auxiliary nodes and 15 sensing nodes [37]. The correspond-
ing parameters are set as shown in Table 1 [38].

TABLE 1. Simulation parameter setting.

The always occupied class means that the frequency band
is considered to be in the occupied state, i.e. it is always sent 1
whether the primary user is using the detected frequency
band or not; the always idle class is that the frequency band
is considered to be in the idle state, that is to say, it is
always sent whether the primary user is using the detected
frequency band or not For the actual use of the frequency
band, if it does not follow any rules, it is considered to be in
the idle state or occupied state, that is, random transmission
0 and 1 [39].

In the simulation experiment of the algorithm, the number
of malicious users in the system is mainly considered in two
cases, as shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Malicious user (MU) parameter values.

In the experiment based on the auxiliary node, assuming
that the primary user band is in a half busy state. The NES

algorithm in this paper is compared with 4 classical algo-
rithms, which are AND rule, OR rule, Majority rule and
K-out-of rule respectively [40]. When using the traditional
4 fusion methods, the number of malicious nodes is set
to 4, and the number of normal nodes is 15. When using
the node evaluation and scheduling (NES) algorithm in this
paper, the number of malicious nodes is set to 8, and other
parameters are consistent with the settings in the traditional
method.

In order to verify the sensing performance of the algo-
rithm in this article, the ROC curves of the comparison of
sensing performance are shown in Figures 5. As can be
seen from Figure 5, in the case of four malicious nodes in
cognitive wireless network, the detection probability of the
algorithm in this paper is higher than that of the classical
algorithm under the same false alarm probability. This is
because the algorithm in this paper considers the environment
and other variable factors, and the cognitive wireless net-
work has stronger robustness and stronger anti attack ability.
No matter in any environment, the node information can be
updated in time, and the node information is encrypted by
blockchain technology. The fusion center can request the
nodes with good performance to participate in cooperative
sensing, so the sensing performance is always better than the
classic algorithm.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of sensing performance between four classical
algorithms and NES algorithm in this paper.

Figure 6 shows the energy consumption comparison
between the NES algorithm and the classical algorithm under
the same conditions. Other simulation experiment parameters
are the same as the experiment in Figure 5.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that after the number of
sensing cycles exceeds 60, the energy consumption of the
algorithm in this paper is significantly less than that of the
other 4 classic algorithms. The more the number of sensing
cycles, the longer the sensing time, the more energy will
be saved. Greatly help cognitive wireless network to extend
the working life. This is because the algorithm in this paper
can always select the node with the best performance to
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of energy consumption between four classical
algorithms and NES algorithm in this paper.

participate in cooperative sensing in time, so it can save
more energy when the sensing performance is better than the
traditional method.

Figure 7 describes the anti-attack ability of the Secure
Spectrum Sensing based on Blockchain (SSSB) algorithm in
the cognitive wireless network.

FIGURE 7. Security performance comparison of cognitive wireless
networks.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that when the NES and
SSSB algorithms are used in combination, as increasing the
number of interactions between the sensing node, fusion
center and blockchain management center, the security index
of the cognitive wireless network rises significantly faster.
When the number of interactions exceeds 50 times, the safety
index using the SSSB algorithm rose faster than the safety
index using only the NES algorithm, which fully reflects
the effectiveness of the SSSB algorithm. This is because the
SSSB algorithm incorporates blockchain technology. It can
greatly improve the anti attack ability and security ability of
cognitive wireless network.

This article incorporates blockchain technology. In order
to prove that the new algorithm does not increase network
overhead, a network traffic test experiment was deliberately
done. Network traffic test aims to test the algorithm and
no identity in this paper. To verify the difference of net-
work traffic between wireless access points. This protocol
increases the network traffic pressure. Network traffic test
enables. If the network traffic is tested with iftop, the query
will be sent directly to the blockchain. Compare the request
traffic with the request traffic authenticated by this algorithm,
Query per second (QPS) and calculate the network traffic
utilization. In order to make the request timely. In order to
get a response, and thus more accurately measure the impact
on the network. The number of service nodes selected by the
machine is 1 [40]. The network traffic test results are shown
in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Network traffic test results.

It can be seen from the observation results in Table 3, it is
concluded that the algorithm in this paper has a 0.1% impact
on network traffic, and has minimal impact on cognitive wire-
less network performance.This also proves that the algorithm
in this paper not only has the advantages of improving sensing
performance and reducing energy consumption, but also has
no disadvantages of increasing network overhead.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper makes an in-depth study on the model of cognitive
wireless networks. In the practical application scenarios of
cognitive wireless networks, there are usually serious errors
when the nodes sensing the data, which causes the sensing
values to deviate from the normal range, or some nodes
deliberately send the wrong data to the fusion center. There-
fore, aiming at the security problem of malicious node attack
in cognitive wireless network, this paper proposes the node
evaluation and scheduling (NES) algorithm and the Secure
Spectrum Sensing based on Blockchain (SSSB) algorithm,
which regards the user’s interaction history and interaction
distance as a public account book, and is managed by the
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blockchain management center, which is convenient for the
fusion center to call nodes with excellent performance to
participate in cooperative sensing. Finally, the simulation
results show that the proposed algorithm is much better
than the traditional algorithm, which can not only effectively
improve the spectrum sensing performance, but also reduce
the energy consumption, and will not increase the communi-
cation overhead of cognitive wireless network.

There are still many shortcomings in the field of cog-
nitive wireless research. For example, in the case of low
signal-to-noise ratio, the sensory performance of nodes will
deteriorate rapidly. The existing methods cannot solve the
problem of sensory performance under low signal-to-noise
ratio. Secondly, the existing research does not pay enough
attention to network throughput, and follow-up research
needs to strengthen the research of throughput. Secondly,
the application of blockchain in cognitive wireless networks
needs to be further strengthened. Network security is a current
research hotspot. Research needs to further use blockchain
technology to enhance the robustness of cognitive wireless
networks.
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